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'Kinia has long beep recognized for its
outstanding financial management. However,
it has not always been portrayed as being a "lead
ing edge" state in these areas. Even now, as it
embarks on a form of performance budgeting,

Virginia is garnering relatively little attention
for its efforts. Texas, ranked 15th1 among the
states in the most recent Financial WOrld qual
ity-of-management ranking, and Oregon, ranked
25th, seem to command the most attention as

innovators. Virginia, ranked first in both 1992
and 1993 and second in 1995, seems to com

mand admiration but not imitation.

1 Texas fell from 11th in 1993 to 15th in the September 26,1995

edition of Financial World. This was primarily the result of

"B-" grades for financial management and infrastructure mainte

nance. The state received a grade of «A" for the "managing for

results" category, however. Oregon dropped from 7th to 25th.

Katherine Barrett nd Richard Greene, "State of the States 1995"

in Financial World (September 26, 1995), p. 58.

Virginia's reputation

is based on

asound foundation.

The problem is that Virginia is difficult
to imitate. The state's outstanding fiscal repu

tation is not due so much to innovation as to
the steady evolution of an entire system which
has featured limited, well-managed government,

low taxes, little debt, a strong university sys
tem, and-most important in the context of
this article-a solid financial infrastructure.

The results are impressive:

• AAA bond ratings since 1938(Virginia is cur
rently one of five states to hold this rating)

• A savings account-the Revenue Stabiliza
tion Fund2

• Low taxes (46th in state and local tax: rev
enue per $100 of income)3

• Strong fiscal institutions on both the legis
lative and executive side, and (of course)

• Top rankings from Financial WOrld magazine.

2 This "rainy day fund" was a legislative proposal. Subsequent to a

1991 JLARC report, Proposal for a Revenue Stabilization Fund in

Virginia, JLARC's Chairman, the late Senator John C. Buchanan

introduced a resolution proposing a constitutionally-based fund

(Article X, Section 8). Delegate W. Tayloe Murphy, Jr. introduced

House Joint Resolution No. 94 in 1992. After its passage, the

amendment went on the ballot in November 1992, where the people

approved it by a three to one margin. The fund received a deposit

of approximately $80 million in July, 1995.

3 Steven D. Gold, "State-Local Tax Levels Vary Widely," in State

Fiscal Briefs, September 1994 (New York: Nelson A. Rockefeller

Institute of Government), p. 2.
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The budget process

is constantly

evolving.
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These impressive accomplishments are the
result of a culture sometimes captured by the
expression-"if it's not broke, don't fix it." In the
past the State has generally eschewed trendy bud
get fixes, including Sunset legislation and zero-base
budgeting. That is not to say that such innovations
had no value. A good deal has been borrowed from
them. But the Commonwealth has largely stayed
the course with its own budget and financial man
agement systems. As this article shows, Virginia's
budget process is again evolving, developing per
formance measures which complement strengths in
the State's existing financial infrastructure.

BffDGET OVERHAULS USUALL
OVERPRO.MISE
Most budget reforms promise more than they
deliver. Further, some are more intuitively appeal
ing than operationally feasible. They are sometimes
powered more by anecdote than analysis. During
the Carter administration, for example, zero-based
budgeting advocates repeatedly referred to grass
cutting on Georgia highways as an example ofwhy
all government programs had to be rethought from
scratch. If there was money to be saved by reducing
grass cutting on highway shoulders, then why hadn't
someone thought of it before? So, it followed, why
not rethink the budgets and programs of all agen
cies, instead of doing things "the way they'd always
been done?" Zero-based budgeting was born. Bud
gets were to be developed from scratch every year,
instead of incrementally building on the budgets of
the past. Imported with the Carter administration,
this reasoning led federal agencies to try for four
years to reinvent the budget development wheel.

A similar anecdote is making the rounds now
in the area ofperformance budgeting. Apparently the
police force in Portland, Oregon was using a Viet
namese pot-bellied pig named Harley to sniffout illegal
drugs. The Drug Enforcement Agency "ruled that
federal funds allocated to Portland for narcotics de
tection applied only to drug-sniffing dogs and, although
Harley worked better and cost less than a dog, he vio
lated federal regulations. Eventually Vice President
Gore, who has been given responsibility for reinvent
ing the federal government, learned about the situation.
He resolved the problem and prompted smiles all
around by declaring Harley an honorary dog."4 Now
the "Oregon Option," featuring intergovernmental
agreements on benchmarks and performance mea
sures, is being extolled by Gore's reinvention adviser
Elaine C. Kamarck as potentially "the model for the
whole country."

4 John M. Goshko, ((<Oregon Option,' Democrats Rebuttal to

Block Grants," in the Washington Post, August 6, 1995, p. A18.

Cutting Edge Benchmarks: the "Oregon Option"

Oregon moved to the forefront ofstate performance
measurement with the 1992 publication 'of Oregon
Benchmarks. After substantial study and public
input, Oregon established benchmarks, or perfor
mance objectives, for 272 policy goals. Significantly,
these benchmarks contain not only measurable goals,
but also baselines. These baselines provided the mea
sured status ofpolicy objectives. For example, though
only 50 % of Oregonians lived where the air meets
government ambient air quality standards in 1992,
the benchmark level for 1995, 2000, and 2010 is
100 0/0. 5 Similarly ambitious (and eclectic) goals
are set for hundreds of other policy objectives,
for example:

1992 1995 2000
Baseline Goal Goal

Percentage of adults
with high school/equivalent 87 90 94

Percentage of infants whose
mothers did not use tobacco 76 79 90

Index crimes (murder, assault,
burglary, rape, etc.) per 1,000 57 44 28

Rate of reincarceration of
paroled offenders after 3 years 41 35 20

Oregon has even benchmarked its performance
in Financial World Magazine. It intended to move
from Number 6 in 1992 to Number 1 in 1995 and
beyond. Its decline to 25th is a less than gentle
reminder that ambitious goals are easier to set than
to achieve.

While there is much to commend about
Oregon's benchmarking program, what is most
refreshing about the approach is that it has included
measured starting points or baselines with its mea
surable goals. The public should be in an excellent
position to assess the state's progress (or lack of it)
in reaching its many benchmarked goals. Indeed,
future policy makers will be in the position ofhav
ing to explain lost ground as well as program
accomplishments.

What is discouraging about Oregon's
benchmarking is the relatively short shrift given to
how to get to where it wants to go. The same 1992
Oregon Benchmarks report which set hundreds ofmea
surable goals also briefly notes that "unless Oregon
overhauls its tax structure, it will be unable to pay for
the public services that are crucial to achieving most
benchmarks."6 Revenues are actually expected to plunge
over the foreseeable future. It will be interesting to
see if Oregon is actually able to do so much more
with considerably less. It will also be interesting to
see ifOregon policy-makers keep reporting results if
the state actually begins to lose significant ground.

5 Oregon Benchmarks, 1992, p. 21.

6 Ibid., p. 9.
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KCINM'S QUALITYFINANCIAL
MANAGENIENT DIDN'TJUST HAPPEN
Virginia has probably been less adventurous in some
ofits reforms than other states, and this is undoubtedly
a factor in the State's good standing. As Financial
World sums up, "revenue estimates are close, agen
cies don't spend more than they have, and the budget
is carefully balanced."7 Consequently, the admoni
tion "if it's not broke, don't fix it" does not fully
capture the culture of continuous evolutionary
improvement. Over the years the Commonwealth
has deliberately strengthened the infrastructure of
its financial/management institutions. It has not
reinvented its financial management practices so much
as it has "grown" them.

Although, the modern era of financial man
agement in Virginia began in the early 1970s, it was
built on Governor Harry Flood Byrd's (1926-1930)
"pay as you go" foundation. Thus, when the Com
monwealth began modernizing in the early seventies,
it did so with a very modest debt burden. During
this time the General Assembly created its money
committee staffs and the]oint Legislative Audit and
Review Commission GLARC). At the same time,
the executive branch created a modern budget
office. (As recently as the 1960s, the Governor had
employed private consultants to patch together the
biennial budget.) The State has been continuously
refining this financial infrastructure for the past two
decades.

Consequently, to the extent that Virginia is
seen as a model, it is an unattractive one for govern
ments seeking to fix their financial management
systems quickly. For the essence ofVirginia's sound
financial management has been its stability. This
stabili ty has been characterized by continued,
almost boring adherence to several fixed principles.

Good £nancial management is not political.
The election ofRepublican Governor George Allen
in 1993 represented a dramatic change in policy
direction from that ofhis predecessor, Democrat L.
Douglas Wilder, the nation's first elected African
American Governor. Yet Allen retained Wilder's
Secretary ofFinance, Treasurer, and Comptroller
the core ofthe executive financial management team.
He also appointed the Secretary ofFinance's Deputy
as his Tax Commissioner. Thus, only Allen's Bud
get Director was not a part of the Wilder
administratio 's financial team. Turnover in other
secretariats was much more pronounced.

Good financial management is the shared
responsibility ofthe Governor, the General Assem
bly, and the bureaucracy. Taking the long view, it
can be said that the past twenty years have been

7 FinanciaL WorLd, p. 59.

characterized by a high level ofcooperation between •
the executive, the legislature, and the bureaucracy.
The process of budget development has been rela
tively seamless, progressing in a continuum from •
the agencies through the executive to the General •
Assembly, with value added at each stage. In the
area of revenue forecasting, Virginia has been served •
by processes featuring review bodies, such as the
Advisory Council on Revenue Estimates, which •
includes key legislators as well as private sector business
leaders appointed by the Governor. Professional staff •
work is done by the Department of Taxation.

Good financial management is hard work.
By all reports, Virginia Governors devote dispro
portionate time to budget development and financial
oversight. On the I gislativ sid, money commit- •
tees meet frequently and work hard. While •
appointment to these committees is a source ofpower •
and pride, members devote significant amounts of •
time to meeting attendance and personal prepara
tion. ]LARC members, who average over twenty :
years service in the Assembly, attend virtually all
Commission meetings, a practice that is the envy of •
peer organizations in other states. Bureaucrats have
also contributed substantially and traditionally have
enjoyed a high level of respect. Agency budgets have
been generally realistic and professionally presented.

Good financial management takes time. As
earlier noted, Virginia's system of financial manage
ment has been "grown." For example, the Comparative
Cost Reports of the Auditor of Public Accounts have
been in place (and to some extent, under develop
ment) for over 40 years. Since 1978, cities and counties
have been required to use a uniform set of generally •
accepted accounting principles that report counties
and cities on the same basis. Providing a quarter cen
tury of baseline data, these reports provide a uniform
set of information important in the allocation ofedu
cational funding and other state aid.

Good financial management continuallyevolves.
The system of financial management has not atro
phied. Recent initiatives include the creation of the
Debt Capacity Advisory Committee and the estab
lishment ofthe Revenue Stabilization Fund. In addition,
a constitutional amendment to establish the Virginia
Retirement System as an independent trust passed the
General Assembly in 1995 and 1996 and will go to
the people ofVirginia for approval in November.

STABILITYAND QUALITY
DO NOT PRECLUDE CHANGE
CURRENT INITIA TIVES
And change continues. Performance budgeting
under study for over three years-has been initi
ated. Whether it is an incremental improvement or 3
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Changes

in budget process

evolve over time.

represents a more fundamental change remains to
be seen. Typical ofsuch Virginia initiatives, perfor
mance budgeting was announced without fanfare.

At the June 12, 1995 meeting of the Joint
Legislative Audit and Review Commission QLARC),
Commission staff briefed a report on The Concept
ofBenchmarkingfor Future GovernmentActions.8 At
the same meeting, the State Budget Director
endorsed the report and announced "we are already
implementing the central recommendations as part
of the Allen Administration's new Goal Setting and
Performance Budgeting process."

While the memorandum effecting this pro
cess was signed June 2, a week earlier, the Budget
Director indicated his statement was the first pub
lic discussion ofthe policy. Even so, his announcement
went (to my knowledge) unremarked in the press.
Since the June 12 meeting, neither the JLARC
report nor the budget memorandum have received
much comment, even though they may have long
term consequences ofsome importance. Indeed, the
1996 -1998 Executive Budget document notes that
"the new process may not make the headlines of a
daily newspaper, but its impact on Virginians in
the coming years may be far more dramatic and lasting
than most issues."

Should these changes have evoked more of a
response? Probably not. The changes could be quite
important, but they relate to the infrastructure of
government which is not of much interest to the
press or the public. Further, as with most infrastruc
ture changes which are effected successfully, there
is a seamless quality to its evolutionary nature. Done
properly, there isn't much of a dramatic character
to the change. Although announced in June of 1995,
the adoption of performance measures in Virginia
has its roots in actions taken at least six years ago,
when the Department of Planning and Budget
began to survey other states about their use of per
formance measures (see "Key Events").

DPB'S PERFORMANCE BUDGETING
INITIA TIVE: KEYEVENTS

1990-DPB surveys 49 other states regarding
use of performance measures.

• December 1991-JLARC Report Review ofthe
Executive Budget Process recommends develop
ment of performance measures on pilot basis.
1992 Appropriation Act mandates pilot program.

• December 1,1993 DPB issues Performance Mea
sures Pilot Project report.

• 8 The project was briefed to the Joint Legislative Audit and Review

4 · Commission QLARC) by the project leader, Craig M. Burns. Marcus

• D. Jones, an Associate Legislative Analyst, also served on the tealTI.

1994 DPB Report and Proposal on Strategic Plan
ning and Performance Measurement.
1995-JLARC study, The Concept of Bench
marking for Future Government Operations rec
ommends expanded effort.

• June, 1995-Executive Memorandum 3-95 pro
vides framework for performance based budgeting
process.
1996-DPB initiation of performance budget
ing statewide in executive branch agencies.

Even before 1990, the Secretary of Finance
and Directors of the Department of Planning and
Budget have been active participants in groups such
as the National Association of State Budget Offic
ers that have been assessing performance measures
across the United States. Then, as now, problems
with developing meaningful quantitative measures
were slowing their adoption. Despite such problems,
however, 26 % ofState agencies surveyed byJLARC
in 1991 indicated that they used performance mea
sures in biennial budget proposals and another
20% reported using performance measures to
develop budgets internally.

In response to JLARC's recommendation9 and
a General Assembly directive (Item 271 of the 1992
Appropriation Act), the DPB initiated a compre
hensive pilot study ofperformance measures in 1992.
The study involved 24 programs in 21 different
agencIes.

Agencies reported benefits such as "increased
understanding of programs and their objectives,
increased focus on program performance, enhanced
teamwork and coordination, promotion of inter
departmental communication and collaboration
between persons who do not ordinarily work
together, encouragement for the agency to obtain
input from customers and clients, and better con
trol ofprograms through an enhanced understanding
oftheir accomplishments." 10 Obstacles, predictably,
focused on measurement issues, such as data collec
tion problems and lack of control groups.

In the 1994 Appropriation Act (Item 332),
the General Assembly directed the Department of

9 In 1991 ]LARC released a report on the executive budget pro

cess in Virginia. This report urged consideration of a number of

changes to the modern budget process. Among the recommenda

tions were: DPB develop performance measures for some programs

on a pilot ba is, an earlier submission date of the Budget Bill by

the Governor, and changes to the forecasting process. These rec

ommendations have since been adopted. The performance mea ure

recommendation was acted on by the 1992 General A sembly,

which included language in the Appropriation Act calling for both

performance mea ures for new programs and the development of

"performance measures for selected base budget programs on a

pilot basis." The requirements were separate.

10 "Performance Measures Pilot Project", p.ii.
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Planning and Budget to continue its study of
performance measures. It asked the DPB to report
by December 1, 1994 and to include "a plan for
developing the performance measurement system
on a statewide basis." In December 1994, DPB
released the report, "A Strategic Planning and Per
formance Measurement Proposal for the
Commonwealth ofVirginia." The report found that
65 of 102 responding agencies and institutions con
ducted formal strategic planning and 37 were involved
with performance measures. It recommended that
the "executive branch conduct performance mea
surement and strategic planning as an integrated
process." The process outlined in the DPB report is
essentially that which was created by the Governor
in xecutive emorandum 3-95 in June, 1995.

Budget instructions were issued to agencies
in August of 1995 and included direction on the
development ofperformance measures. The instruc
tions laid out a process that is essentially a traditional
goal attainment model. The emphasis on agency
level goal setting and performance measures reinforces
this view.

Agencie have submitted performance mea
sures to DPB, which is reviewing them. DPB has
also requested that ]LARC staff review elements of
its performance budgeting initiative, including per
formance measures submitted by agencies in response
to the August udget instructions. (Both staffs, in
cluding the author ofthis article, are currently engaged
in this effort.) The process laid out in the budget
instructions is heavily oriented to the development
of goals, objectives, and strategies by agencies and
the linkage between these and performance mea
sures. Specifically, all executive branch agencies are
directed to "develop three to five performance mea
sures that will be used to evaluate success in achieving
your a ency' ission and objectives during the bi
ennium. Performance measures give your agency,
the administration, and Virginia citizens a clear view
of the benefits achieved through the agency's in
vestment in programs, staff, and equipment. They
also more closely link the agency's budget request
to projected program outcomes. At least one ofyour
agency's performance measures should measure broad
program outc meso Others may be related to your
agency's highe t priority activities."

Examples of performance measures are pro
vided for each major functional area in the budget
instructions. Some ofthe performance measures cited
as examples are socio-economic indicators which
are outside of the direct control of State govern
ment. These are properly measures of policy
outcomes, but they are so affec.ted by external fac
tors that it will be difficult to make an agency or
group of agencies accountable for the outcome.

In the area of commerce and trade, the following
measures are among the 15 examples offered:
unemployment rate, home ownership rate, and soil
erosion per acre of cropland

Examples of measures in the area of health
and human resources are even more global: life
expectancy, runaway rate, teen pregnancy rate, and
growth rate in citizens testing HIV positive are among
26 measures in this functional area. The area ofedu
cation provides some examples ofoutput or efficiency
measures which can be more directly impacted by
State government policy, such as total expenditures
per student and cost per student promoted or gradu
ated. Other measures, such as the percentage ofrecent
technical college graduates employed in a job
related to their training, are dependent not only on
government policy but individual choice and mar
ket conditions.

A common thread for many ofthe performance
measure examples in the seven functional areas is
the focus on outcomes (or results) as opposed to
inputs. This reflects instructions that "the best
indicators ofperformance relate to outcomes." Still,
the instructions provide for four categories of per
formance measures available for agency use: input
measures, output measures, efficiency measures, and
outcome measures. 11 Quality measures were added
in February 1996.

The instructions do not overwhelm agencies
by asking them to measure everything they do. Each
agency is only required to submit between three and
five overall performance measures (at least one of
which must be an outcome measure) as part of the
1996-98 biennial budgeting process. The instruc-
tions do note that "in future years, the linkage between
performance measures and budget allocations is
expected to become much closer. The administra
tion expects to factor your agency performance into
future budget decisions." This admonition should
serve to alert agencies to begin to develop measures
for core missions.

The process as outlined recognizes some of
the inherent difficulties in measuring outcomes and
essentially provides for phasing in the process. Cer
tainly most agencies will ultimately have far more
than three to five performance measures. This "go
slow" approach, however, is consistent with the

11 These are the same measure as those presented in ]LARC's

benchmarking study a traditional types of performance measures.

Th yare drawn from the Gov rnmental Accounting Standards

Board r port General Accounting Standards Series Concept State

ment No.2, 1994. An input measure indicates resources invested.

An output measure represents work accomplished. An efficiency

measure capture the cost per unit of output or outcome. An out

come measure represents accomplishments.

Agencies
should develop
performance
measures
for their core
missions.

5
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The focus is
on what is being
achieved instead
of what is being

attempted.

]LARC report recommendations that DPB "imple
ment a planning and performance measurement
system similar to the process the Department rec
ommended in its 1994 report" and that DPB "include
a limited number ofperformance measures or bench
marks for each agency in the executive budget
document." 12

To this point, the development of the pro
cess is consistent with many of the earlier cited
principles of good financial management. The
development of the process began in a Democratic
administration and has been continued in a Repub
lican one. Performance measurement has been studied
by both the legislative and executive branches over
the past half decade, including pilot testing by the
bureaucracy. The process has evolved through study,
pretest, evaluation, and, now, phased implementa
tion, with provisions for refinement and further
development in the future. Consistent with earlier
Virginia practice, this most recent step in the devel
opment of financial management in Virginia has
been done quietly, without fanfare.

The better measures submitted by agencies
(especially those involved in the initial pilot project)
reflect careful development. Characteristics of such
measures include the following:
• they tend to relate to statutory mandates or

priorities of the administration;
• they relate to a core mission;
• the measures indicate a desired direction of

change (more or less of something);
• the measures do not create unintended incen

tives for agency managers, e.g. processing more
permits, but doing them less thoroughly or
more slowly;
the measures focus on outcomes within an
agency's control;

• they have conditions and terms which are well
defined and measurable;
they utilize reasonably available data.

By contrast, the less well-developed measures
tend not to reflect the above characteristics, and there
are a number of them. Granted, some agencies have
a more difficult task than others. Unfortunately, the
task will only get more difficult as agencies are asked
to develop performance measures for all core mis
sions instead of selecting three to five. The task will
be further complicated when the State, at a future
time, focuses on similar measures for related enti
ties, such as institutions of higher education.

Further reviews, legislative and secretarial
coordination, and agency training will be followed
by further agency revision of the measures.

12 Recommendations 1 and 2 in The Concept ofBenchmarkingfor

Future Government Actions, JLARC, 1995.

Eventual incorporation of approved measures into
the 1998-2000 budget is planned. From the initia
tion of the project in 1992 to the inclusion of some

performance measures for mostagencies in the 1998
2000 budget, the process will have taken about
SIX years.

While it is too early to assess the implementa
tion of this initiative or its impact, it represents an
additional, discernible step in the ongoing evolu
tion ofVirginia's budget development process. The
goals of the process, however, seem to have taken
on a more pointed tone than was originally evident.
This speaks to the adaptability ofsuch management
tools to differing policy agendas.

Executive Memorandum 3-95 aune 2, 1995)
is similar in tone to the spirit of the Governor's Blue
Ribbon Strike Force as well as other recent reinven
tion initiatives around the country. It stresses the
need for "continual improvement" by state agen
cies. Again, whether this is really a "reinvention" is
arguable. The policy memorandum states, however,
that it was meant to change business as usual:

"An assessment of Virginia state government
is an ongoing process. Past priorities and mis
sions must be reexamined not only in the
context of today's needs, but also in light of
tomorrow's expectations. Agencies must be
customer-focused, results-oriented, and mis
sion-driven. Today's well-informed citizens
demand greater choice, increased customization,
and quality. We must look toward relying more
heavily on market mechanisms for resolving
problems. Each agency must examine these
factors to identify ways in which Virginia state
government can become more creative, flex
ible, and entrepreneurial in responding to our
citizens' needs."

The memorandum goes on to provide the
overall framework for a performance-based budget
ing process. It begins with the establishment of
gubernatorial guidelines through the cabinet secre
taries. Agencies conduct their assessments and develop
budget decision packages which are forwarded to
the Secretaries and the Department ofPlanning and
Budget. The Governor in turn makes final budget
decisions and submits his recommended budget to
the General Assembly.

In some respects, the process does not appear
markedly dissimilar to others used by Virginia gov
ernors over the past 20 years. Governors have tended
to take varying degrees of interest in the nuts and
bolts of budget development, but the process has
always provided the kinds of opportunities for
gubernatorial direction laid out in the] une
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memorandum. Differences lie in the statewide imple
mentation ofthe process and in the increased emphasis
on statewide strategic planning. It will, of course,
be especially significant if the process is continued,
expanded, and becomes a permanent fIXture in budget
development. Whether or not it does will depend
largely on how successfully it is implemented.

The process also differs with the integration
of planning and performance measurement with
budgeting. The magnitude of difference here
becomes evident when assessing the budget instruc
tions provided to agencies. The budget instructions,
discussed below, establish a process for tying agency
budgets to performance outcome measures. And this
could be a big change-even a reinvention of the
budget process.

RRFORMANCE EMPHASIZED
IN REINVENTIONEFFORTS
Performance budgeting is an approach common to
the "reinventing government" philosophies which are
articulated across the nation and across the political
spectrum. Because performance measures involve the
development ofquantifiable indicators ofprogram out
comes or impacts, they represent a subtle but important
shift in thinking about the assessment ofgovernment
activities. The focus ofperformance measures is what
is being achieved as opposed to what is being attempted
For example, a education program could be assessed
in a variety ofways.
• An inputmeasure could indicate how much money

is being spent on education. Many measure of
school finance, for example, track per pupil spending.

• An outputmeasure could indicate the number of
students graduating from school.

• An outcome measure would focus on results of
the program. Test scores, such as the SATs,
are often used as performance measures in
education.

Performance measures themselves present dif
ficulties. Impacts are often difficult to measure and
even more difficult to attribute. Improved SAT scores
in school divi ions, for example, could be attrib
uted to better teaching, improved curricula, better
resources, or imply to wealthier, better educated
families moving into the area. Still, the approach is
fundamentally right-headed, basically borrowing from
the private sector a focus on the bottom line- profit.
Critics of performance measures like to point out,
however, that public entities don't always have a
meaningful bottom line, such as profit in the pri
vate sector.

Is perfo mance to be measured based on the
attainment of policy goals? Public policy is often
the result of compromise between multiple goals

and priorities. How can outcomes be measured if
objectives are unclear? A "bottom line" can easily
become "it all depends." Unfortunately, this is like
saying government is so complicated it can only be
assessed on an ad-hoc basis-"by the seat of the
pants." This same perspective, however, results in
the conclusion that the development of meaning
ful, usable measures is likely to prove highly
problematic.

A bad performance measure can be worse than
no performance measu're at all. In the early 1970s,
progressive military leaders began to use AWOL
(absent without leave) rates as a measure of unit
morale. Once the measure was adopted and under
stood by unit commanders, AWOL rates dropped.
Had morale improved? Hardly. Commanders had
simply adapted to the measure. Under the old sys
tem, a soldier reporting even a few minutes late was
likely to be reported (correctly) as AWOL. As com
manders began to understand that high AWOL
figures reflected poorly on their leadership, they
directed unit clerks to be less vigilant. Soon, rather
than being AWOL shortly after midnight, troops
had until morning formation to show up. This
improved neither morale nor accountability. Indeed,
it probably lessened unit readiness, as soldiers were
less likely to be on station when required.

Nor do performance measures always reflect
the complexity ofmany government operations that
we often simply have to "trust" the bureaucrat to
perform. Job descriptions rarely capture the variety
of tasks that one is expected to do and do well. To
the extent that rewards are tied to performance
measures, the accomplishment of unmeasured per
formance can suffer. Using the area of natural
resources as an example, it can be seen that mea
surement of specific outcomes can interfere with
broader objectives. If park attendance is a key mea
sure ofperformance, it may be tempting for rangers
to neglect trail maintenance in order to record park
visitors. If trail maintenance is added to the list of
measurable outcomes, then rangers may spend less
time clearing fire-breaks. If fire-breaks are added,
then another area may suffer. And so on.

Policy makers also need to understand that
performance measurement is as often an art as a
science. The analogy of sports can be instructive.
Some sports are amenable to precise performance
measurement. Many track and field events fall into
this category. A sub 10 second 100 meter dash is
significant. As sports become more complex, how
ever, measurement becomes more subjective. Figure
skating, diving, and similar sports have very prob
lematic scoring systems and biases.

The goals ofa public agency are rarely so clearly
defined. Yet, based on some intuitively satisfying 7
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measurement examples (lane miles paved-the 100
meter dash of government activity) it is sometimes
assumed that similar performance measures can be
adopted across the board, if only the bureaucrats
would be honest. Unfortunately, performance mea
sures often raise as many questions as they answer.
Performance measurement should be recognized as
part science (largely measurable), part craft (some
times measurable), and part art (almost never
measurable).

CNCLUSION
Financial leadership in Virginia has come from both
the legislative and executive branches. Because
Virginia's Governor cannot be reelected, continu
ity in the process must be credited to the General
Assembly, as well as the culture that Governors have
embraced. It is significant that Virginia's Governors
have usually served in the General Assembly.

Legislative continuity is taken somewhat for
granted in Virginia. As the national attitude towards
term limits and "career politicians" plays itself out,
it will be interesting to see the extent to which Vir
ginia experiences that trend. So far it has not. The
15 legislators on nonpartisan JLARC average over
20 years experience each-over 300 years of service
in total. Members are knowledgeable of
budget matters and n1.ostly share values of fiscal
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conservatism. The three money committee chairs
have comparable seniority.13 The current Demo
cratic chairs of the money committees have almost
80 combined years of legislative experience. Should
control ofthe General Assembly switch parties, com
parable seniority and experience in fiscal matters exist
on the Republican side of the aisle. The ranking
Republicans on the money committees have 60 years
of combined legislative service.

Given the importance of the legislature in fi
nancial management and the success the state has
enjoyed, the prospect of continuity is appealing.
Members have been introduced to performance
measures gradually, perhaps gaining an apprecia
tion of their limitations as well as their possibilities.

The possibilities ofperformance measurement
are substantial. Appropriate usage can help focus
policy makers on goals that can be made operational
and help focus program managers on measurable
results. Thoughtfully and successfully implemented,
performance measures can add to Virginia's solid
financial infrastructure. Having taken almost a
decade to grow, Virginia's performance measure
ment process will probably not see much imitation,
but it will continue to command admiration.•

13 The money committees are the House Appropriations Com

mittee, the House Finance Committee, and the Senate Finance

Committee. The Senate Finance Committee is now co-chaired.
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